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bstract

Single chamber air-cathode microbial fuel cells (MFCs) that lack a proton exchange membrane (PEM) hold a great promise for many practical
pplications due to their low operational cost, simple configuration and relative high power density. One of the great challenges for PEM-less
FC is that the Coulombic efficiency is much lower than those containing PEM. In this study, single-chamber PEM-less MFCs were adapted by

pplying a J-Cloth layer on the water-facing side of air cathode. Due to the significant reduction of oxygen diffusion by the J-Cloth, the MFCs with
wo-layers of J-Cloth demonstrated an over 100% increase in Coulombic efficiency in comparison with those without J-Cloth (71% versus 35%)
t the same current density of 0.6 mA cm−2. A new cell configuration, cloth electrode assembly (CEA), therefore, was designed by sandwiching
he cloth between the anode and the cathode. Such an MFC configuration greatly reduced the internal resistance, resulting in a power density of
27 W m−3 when operated in fed-batch mode and 1010 W m−3 in continuous-flow mode, which is the highest reported power density for MFCs

nd more than 15 times higher than those reported for air-cathode MFCs using similar electrode materials. This study indicates that the Coulombic
fficiency and power density of air-cathode MFCs can be improved significantly using an inexpensive cloth layer, which greatly increases the
easibility for the practical applications of MFCs.
ublished by Elsevier B.V.
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. Introduction

Microorganisms in microbial fuel cells (MFCs) can utilize a
iverse range of environmental fuels, such as sugar [1,2], pro-
ein [3], organic matters in ocean sediment [4], even human and
nimal wastes [5,6] to generate electricity. This provides MFCs
reat application potentials in the following areas: (1) renew-
ble energy generation from biomass, (2) wastewater treatment
nd energy recovery, and (3) power supply for sensors using
ndigenous fuels. However, increasing the Coulombic efficiency
CE) and volumetric power density of an MFC and simplify-
ng its design are critical for the successful applications of this
echnology [7].
The single chamber air-cathode MFC [5,8] provides great
dvantages over the two chamber system for practical appli-
ations because of the following reasons: (1) passive air can
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e used thus no aeration is needed, (2) no recycle or chemi-
al regeneration of catholyte is required thus the operation is
implified, and (3) smaller cell volume, thus higher volumetric
ower density, can be easier to achieve. Air-cathode MFCs that
ack a proton exchange membrane (PEM) hold a greater promise
ue to their low cost, simple configuration, and relatively high
ower density [9]. However, there are two major challenges for
membrane-free MFC. One is that its CE is much lower than

hat of MFC containing a membrane when a mixed culture is
sed due to the consumption of substrate by oxygen diffused
hrough the cathode [9]. The other is that the anode and cath-
de distance in a membrane-free MFC is limited to a certain
ange (about 1–2 cm) due to the potential negative effect of
xygen on the activity of the anaerobic bacteria on the anode
10,11] and the risk of short circuit. Therefore, it is of great
nterest to develop new membranes that can reduce the oxygen

iffusion without greatly affect the internal resistance or power
ensity.

In this study, cloth was applied between the electrodes to
educe the oxygen diffusion rate while maintaining the high

mailto:liuh@engr.orst.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.06.220
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ower density of MFCs. J-Cloth was used as an example to
tudy the effect of different cloth layers on the performance
f MFCs. The MFCs with a cloth electrode assembly (CEA)
tructure were also constructed and evaluated under both fed-
atch and continuous-flow operations. Significantly increased
E and volumetric power density have been achieved in such
FCs.

. Materials and methods

.1. MFC construction

The MFCs with different anode and cathode spacing were
onstructed using plastic (Plexiglas) cylindrical chambers as
he main bodies following a previous design [9]. The anode
lectrode was made of type A carbon cloth (no wet proofing;
-Tek, USA). The cathode was made of type B carbon cloth

30% wet-proofing; E-Tek, USA) and treated following the pro-
edures reported previously [12] to achieve a 0.5 mg cm−2 Pt
oading. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) layers were coated on
carbon/PTFE base layer to the air-side of the cathode to reduce

he water loss through the cathode [12]. In some of MFCs, the
node and cathode (3 cm in diameter) were placed on opposite
ides of the chamber at a distance of 1.7 cm with 1–3 layers of
-Cloth (Associated Brands LP.) on the water-facing sides of the
athodes (Fig. 1B). The J-Cloth does not contain any antibacte-
ial coating and is about 0.3 mm in thickness. The MFCs without
-Cloth but same cell structure (Fig. 1A) were used as control.
n the other MFCs, J-Cloth (2 layers) was sandwiched between
he anode and the cathode at one end (Fig. 1C) or both ends
Fig. 1D) of the cylindrical chamber. Similar to membrane elec-
rode assembly (MEA), we refer this type of configuration as
loth electrode assembly (CEA).

.2. MFC test

The MFCs were inoculated with a mixed bacterial culture

rom the anode of a single chamber MFC, which was originally
noculated with domestic wastewater (Corvallis Wastewater
reatment Plant, Corvallis, OR) and has been operated for about
year. Acetate (20–30 mM) was used as the substrate and the

a
i

R

Fig. 1. Schematic of MFCs (A) without J-Cloth, (B) with J-Cloth, (C) with
urces 171 (2007) 348–354 349

edium solution contained the following (per liter): NH4Cl,
.31 g; KCl, 0.13 g; NaH2PO4·H2O, 5.84 g; Na2HPO4·7H2O,
5.5 g; and mineral (12.5 ml) and vitamin (12.5 ml) solutions as
eported by Lovley and Phillips [13].

A series of experiments were conducted to study the effects
f different (1, 2, 3) layers of J-Cloth applied to the water-facing
ide of cathode on the performance of MFCs using cells with
.7 cm electrode spacing (Fig. 1B). The performance of MFCs
ith single CEA (Fig. 1C) and different empty bed volumes

3 ml and 6 ml), as well as double CEAs (Fig. 1D) and 2.5 ml
olume, were also evaluated. Cell voltages were measured at
arious external resistances from 1000 � to 25 � in a decreas-
ng order. For batch experiments, MFCs ran for at least two
atches at each resistance to ensure repeatable power output
an be achieved. The MFC with double CEAs was also con-
inuously operated in an up-flow mode at a constant flow rate
f 0.6 ml min−1 maintained through a peristaltic pump (Master-
lex 7550-10, Cole-Parmer Instrument Co.) to further evaluate

he performance of the CEA–MFC.
Polarization curves were made by using hourly averaged volt-

ges at the stable stage of each batch. Electrode potentials were
easured by using the multimeter with a data acquisition system

2700, Keithly, USA), and a reference electrode (Ag/AgCl; RE-
B, Bioanalytical systems, USA) located in the middle of the
uel cell chamber. Experiments were conducted under constant
emperature of 30 ◦C in duplicate.

.3. Analyses

Voltage (V) was recorded using a multimeter mentioned
bove, and used to calculate volumetric power densities based
n empty bed volumes and surface power densities based on
rojected surface area of electrodes. The projected surface area
f all the MFCs was 7 cm2 except MFCs with double CEAs
Fig. 1D), which was 14 cm2.

CE was obtained by calculating the ratio of total recovered
oulombs by integrating the current over time to the theoretical

mount of coulombs that can be produced from acetate. Detail
nformation can be found in a previous report [9].

The internal resistance of MFCs operated in batch mode,
int, was calculated from the slope of plots of voltage (V) versus

single CEA (cloth electrode assembly), and (D) with double CEAs.
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urrent (I) using:

= Ecell − IRint (1)

here Ecell is the electromotive force of the cell.
The internal resistance of MFC in continuous-flow opera-

ion was analyzed by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
EIS). Impedance measurements were conducted using a poten-
iostat (G300 potentiostat, Gamry Instrument Inc.) at constant
otential of 300 mV with a sinusoidal perturbation of 5 mV
mplitude between the anode and cathode (two-electrode mode)
ver a frequency range of 3 × 105 to 0.005 Hz. Before starting
ach impedance measurement the MFC was prepolarized for at
east 15 min at the measuring potential provided by the poten-
iostat to reach steady state conditions. On a Nyquist plot of
he impedance spectra, the ohmic resistance was determined by
he intercept of the curve with the real impedance (Zre) axis
imaginary impedance Zim = 0) [14,15].

. Results

.1. Effect of J-Cloth on power generation and electrode
otentials

MFCs (Fig. 1A and B) with different layers of J-Cloth and
ame electrode spacing (1.7 cm) were used to study the effects
f J-Cloth on power density. In the absence of J-Cloth, the MFC
enerated a maximum power density of 80 W m−3 (Fig. 2). A
light decrease of power densities was obtained in the MFCs
ith one (71 W m−3) and two layers of J-Cloth (68 W m−3).
urther addition of J-Cloth layers (3 layers) resulted in a 30% of
ecrease in power density (55 W m−3). This decrease in power
ensity corresponded to an increase of internal resistance from
2 � in the absence of J-Cloth to 88 � (1 layer), 92 � (2 layers),

nd 105 � (3 layers).

The electrode potentials were also measured at various cur-
ent densities to investigate the effect of J-Cloth on electrode
erformance. Similar anode potentials were observed for the

ig. 2. Effect of J-Cloth layers on power generation of MFCs with 1.7 cm
lectrode spacing.
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ig. 3. Anode and cathode potentials (vs. Ag/AgCl reference electrode, 195 mV
s. NHE) as a function of current density in MFCs with 1.7 cm electrode spacing.

FCs with and without J-Cloth at low current densities (less
han 0.3 mA cm−2) (Fig. 3). Further increase of current den-
ity from 0.3 mA cm−2 to 0.6 mA cm−2 resulted in a much
uicker increase in anode potentials for the MFC without J-
loth possibly due to the effect of oxygen on the activity of
naerobic bacteria on anode. More oxygen might be diffused
hrough the cathode in the absence of J-Cloth than that with J-
loth. At low current densities, when the electron transfer was

imited by the external resistance, such effect was negligible
9,12].

The cathode potentials decreased with the increase of cur-
ent density for both MFCs. However, the potentials without
-Cloth were higher than that with 1-layer J-Cloth. A poten-
ial difference of 50–60 mV was observed at the high current
ensity of 0.3–0.6 mA cm−2 possibly due to the increase of
nternal resistance when J-Cloth was applied to the surface
f cathodes. Although adding a J-Cloth layer resulted in the
ower cathode potential, the overall power output was not sig-
ificantly affected due to the positive effect of J-Cloth on
node potential. The working cathode potentials obtained here
from 27 mV to 315 mV versus NHE) were much lower than
he theoretical cathode potential of 804 mV at standard con-
itions [7], indicating that further improvements in power
ensity could be made through the modification of cath-
de.

.2. Effect of J-Cloth on Coulombic efficiency

CE increased with current density for all MFCs (Fig. 4). A
E of 71% was obtained at a current density of 0.6 mA cm−2 in

he MFC with two-layers of J-Cloth, which is over 100% higher
han that without J-Cloth (35%) at the same current density.
owever, there was no significant difference in CE in terms
f different layers of J-Cloth: 64%, 71%, and 63% for 1, 2

nd 3 layer(s) of J-Cloth, respectively. The much higher CE
chieved by MFCs with J-Cloth layers indicates that J-Cloth
an effectively reduce the oxygen diffusion, which was consid-
red as the main reason for lowering the CE in air-cathode MFC
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ig. 4. Effect of J-Cloth layers on the Coulombic efficiency of MFCs with 1.7 cm
lectrode spacing.

sing a mixed culture [9]. As a comparison, when no oxygen
s involved in the reaction, CE can be as high as 89% [2] and
5% [16] for two chamber MFCs using ferricyanide as electron
cceptor.

.3. Performances of CEA-MFCs in fed-batch operation

Due to the effective blocking of oxygen by J-Cloth, which was
ndicated by the CE increase in the above study, CEA–MFCs
ere constructed (Fig. 1C and D) to investigate if improved
olumetric power density can be achieved through increasing the
lectrode area to cell volume ratio. A maximum power density of
70 W m−3 was generated by the MFC with a single CEA and an
mpty bed volume of 6 ml (Fig. 5). The decrease of cell volume
rom 6 ml to 3 ml resulted in a 78% increase in volumetric power

ensity (303 W m−3). When the electrode area to cell volume
atio was further increased by using double CEAs and a cell
olume of 2.5 ml, a power density of 627 W m−3 was achieved
t a current density of 0.28 mA cm−2 (Fig. 5).

ig. 5. Power density as a function of current density using MFCs with single
EA or double CEAs and different working volumes.
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ig. 6. Power generation of the double CEAs MFC operated in a continuous-flow
ode.

The maximum surface power densities, on the other hand,
ere slightly decreased with the empty bed volume. A power
ensity of 1460 mW m−2 was generated by the MFC with
ingle CEA and a bed volume of 6 ml, and it decreased to
300 mW m−2 for the MFC with 3 ml volume. For the MFC
ith double CEAs and 2.5 ml volume, the power density was
120 mW m−2 based on the total anode surface of 14 cm2. Such
power density (based on anode surface area) decrease was

ossibly due to the limited total substrate caused by the reduced
olume when operated at relatively high current densities. Since
ame initial substrate concentration was used for all the MFCs,
t was relatively difficult for the MFCs with smaller volumes
o maintain the power output plateau due to the rapid sub-
trate consumption, resulting in lower hourly averaged power
ensity.

.4. Performances of CEA MFCs in continuous-flow
peration

Operating MFC in a continuous-flow mode holds poten-
ial advantages over a batch mode by maintaining a more
table substrate supply, more controllable environmental con-
itions for bacteria, and better mass transfer conditions. Fig. 6
hows the performance of the MFC with double CEAs oper-
ted in a continuous-flow mode. A maximum power density of
010 W m−3 (1800 mW m−2) was generated at a current den-
ity of 0.9 mA cm−2, which was over 60% higher than that
perated in the fed-batch mode. The ohmic resistance of the
lectrolyte of double-CEA MFC was 3.9 � as measured using
IS.

. Discussion

.1. Membranes/cloth and Coulombic efficiency of
ir-cathode MFCs
Membrane is needed in a two-chamber MFC system to
eparate the anode and cathode chambers. Studies have been
onducted on various membranes with their effects on power
eneration and CE, including bipolar membrane [17], Nafion
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18–23], cation, anion and ultrafiltration membrane [19], and
anoporous polymer filters [24]. Among the various mem-
ranes used in MFCs, Nafion membrane is most commonly
sed in two chamber MFC systems [18–23], possibly due to
ts popularity in chemical fuel cells for excellent proton con-
uctivity and thermal and mechanical stability. However, the
xpensive Nafion does not show great advantage over other
xchange membranes in MFC application because of the low
roton concentration and moderate reaction condition in MFCs
18,19,25].

In an air-cathode MFC, the major purpose of using membrane
s to reduce or block the oxygen diffusion from the cathode to
node. Nafion membrane was bonded directly onto the air cath-
de of an MFC in a previous study [9]. Although improved CE
as obtained due to the reduced oxygen diffusion from the cath-
de, the addition of Nafion membrane also lowered the power
ensity [9]. In this study, the addition of J-Cloth layers signif-
cantly increased the CE without greatly affecting the power
utput. The CE of 71% achieved by using two-layers of J-Cloth
s about 100% higher than that without a J-Cloth, and also higher
han the 40–55% of air-cathode MFCs containing PEM [9], indi-
ating that the J-Cloth adjacent to the cathode can greatly reduce
he oxygen diffusion to the cell chamber.

The rate of oxygen diffusion (W) through a J-Cloth layer can
e calculated as

= −DA�C/δm (2)

here D is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in the cloth; δm
he cloth thickness (two layers of J-Cloth is about 0.6 mm); A the
ross-sectional area (7 cm2); �C the concentration difference.
he maximum �C equals to the saturation of oxygen in the
ater (7.62 mg l−1 at 30 ◦C) assuming no oxygen in the anode

ide of the cloth.
The oxygen diffusion coefficient (D) through a porous J-

loth should be close to but less than that of bulk water, which
s 2.26 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 at 30 ◦C [26]. Therefore, the maximum
xygen flux through a 7 cm2 two-layer J-Cloth can be calcu-
ated as 0.07 mg h−1 based on Eq. (2). This value is comparable
o the oxygen flux through a 0.194 mm thick Nafion mem-
rane under the similar conditions, which was measured as
.05 mg h−1 in a previous study [9], but much lower than the
.187 mg h−1 in a membrane-free MFC with the same size
nd similar cathode material [9]. This explains why a signif-
cant improvement of CE can be achieved in the MFCs with
-Cloth layers. With the development of biofilm on the J-Cloth
ithin several days of operation, the total thickness of two-layer
f J-Cloth, as measured by an optical microscope, can be as
uch as 1–2 mm. The oxygen flux, therefore, can be further

ecrease to about 0.01–0.02 mg h−1 in such an MFC by con-
idering that the effective diffusion coefficient in the biofilm is
bout 60% of that in water [27]. The significantly decreased
xygen flux but slightly changed internal resistance makes it

ossible to further reduce the electrode spacing. Although a
afion membrane with a biofilm can also be effective in block-

ng oxygen, it might increase the internal resistance, resulting
n a lower power density and current density [9]. The lower cur-

i
C
s
a

urces 171 (2007) 348–354

ent density may prolong the overall reaction time, yielding a
igher amount of total oxygen transferred and therefore a lower
E.

While J-Cloth is an inexpensive, widely used material, other
orous and non-conductive materials may also achieve similar
esults. Basic requirements for the materials are non-conductive,
urable, low cost, high anion permeability and low oxygen per-
eability.

.2. Power density of CEA–MFCs

MEA, a common practice in chemical fuel cells, may not be
uitable to be applied to an air-cathode MFC directly due to the
xygen diffusion through Nafion membrane without a biofilm
9]. The blocking of oxygen diffusion by a cloth/membrane layer
nd a biofilm makes a similar configuration (CEA) possible in an
FC, which can result in a reduced spacing between electrodes,
lower internal resistance, and an enhanced volumetric power
ensity.

A significant difference in volumetric power density may
e obtained for the MFCs with a similar surface power den-
ity (based on electrode surface area) due to the variety of

FC configurations [2,10,15,30]. While surface power density
s suitable to compare the electrode characteristics, volumetric
ower density can be used to evaluate the whole cell perfor-
ance. An hourly averaged power density of 627 W m−3 was

chieved in fed-batch operation. The power density was further
ncreased to 1010 W m−3 when operated in a continuous-flow

ode. Such a power density is about 53 folds higher than the
alue reported for a 4 cm spacing MFC system with same sub-
trate, electrode material and surface area [12] and about 15
imes higher than that obtained by 2 cm spacing MFC systems
eported previously [10,11] and in this study (1.7 cm spacing)
Table 1). It is also over 100% higher than 500 W m−3 obtained
n a miniature two-chamber system [28] with a 1.2 ml anode
hamber (the volume of cathode chamber was not considered in
ower calculation) using ferricyanide as catholyte, which is not
ustainable in practice since it must be chemically regenerated
7,29].

The surface power densities, on the other hand, varied slightly
or the air-cathode MFCs when similar electrode materials
ere used (Table 1). The significant increase in volumetric
ower density in this study was due to the CEA configuration,
hich decreased the electrode spacing and increased the sur-

ace/volume ratio. In a previous study, Cheng et al. [11] reported
hat there was slim change in volumetric power densities from
1 W m−3 to 42 W m−3 (calculated based on reported surface
ower densities) when the electrode spacing was reduced from
cm to 1 cm, while the internal resistance reduced from 35 �

t 2 cm to 16 � at 1 cm. This is most likely a result of oxy-
en diffusion from the cathode into the surface of anode, as
.05–0.1 mg l−1 dissolved oxygen (DO) was measured at a dis-
ance 1 cm from cathode. With the help of the J-Cloth layer

n the reduction of oxygen diffusion, the electrode spacing of
EA–MFCs was able to be reduced to about 0.06 cm without

ignificantly affecting of the surface power density, resulting in
greatly increased volumetric power density.
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Table 1
Comparison of power density generated in mediator-less MFCs

Cell type Substrate Anodes Spacing/catholyte Ps (mW m−2) Pv (W m−3) Reference

Double CEAs (continuously flow) Acetate Carbon cloth 0.4 cma 1800 1010 This study
Double CEAs Acetate Carbon cloth 0.4 cma 1120 627 This study
Single chamber (continuously flow) Glucose Carbon cloth 1 cm 1540 51 [11]
Single chamber Glucose Carbon cloth 1 cm 423 42 [11]
Single chamber Acetateb NH3-treated carbon cloth 2 cmc 1970 115 [31]
Single chamber Glucose Carbon cloth 2 cm 811 41 [11]
Single chamber Acetate Carbon paper 2 cm 1210 61 [10]
Single chamber Acetate Carbon cloth 4 cm 766 19 [12]
Single chamber Acetate Carbon paper 4 cm 506 13 [32]
Two chamber (miniature) Lactate Graphite felt Ferricyanide 3000 500 [28]
Two-chamber Glucose Plain graphite Ferricyanide 3600 216 [2]
Two-chamber (bipolar membrane) Acetate Graphite felt Ferric iron 860 42 [23]
Two chamber (upflow) Sucrose Activated carbon Ferricyanide NA 29 [15]
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a Spacing between the anodes of two CEAs, the anode and cathode spacing in
b 200 mM phosphate buffer.
c The spacing should be 1.7 cm based on Ps/Pv.

The steady status maintained in a continuous-flow operation
ade it suitable to measure the internal resistances of the cell

sing EIS due to the long time requirement (>1 h) for a complete
can [14]. The ohmic resistance of the electrolyte of double-
EA MFC was only 3.9 �, which was lower than the 31 � for
single chamber carbon cloth MFC (7 cm2 anode and 7 cm2

athode, 4 cm electrode spacing, 200 mM PBS) and the 8 � for a
rush MFC (7 cm2 cathode, 200 mM PBS) [30]. It was also lower
han the 8.6 � in an upflow MFC with interior cathode (mem-
rane surface area 188 cm2) [15]. The small electrode spacing
0.06 cm) was attributed to the low internal resistance of the
ystem. A great advantage of the CEA configuration is that the
nternal resistance per surface area of such an MFC can remain
he same during the scale-up due to the fixed electrode spacing.

. Conclusions

Coulombic efficiency of single chamber MFCs can be sub-
tantially enhanced by applying two layers of J-Cloth on the
ater facing side of the air cathode (71% versus 35%). The sig-
ificant reduction of oxygen diffusion by the cloth layer made
t possible to greatly reduce the spacing between electrodes and
orm a cloth-electrode-assembly configuration. A volumetric
ower density of 1010 W m−3 was obtained with double-CEA
FCs operated in continuous-flow mode, which is over 15 times

igher than that of MFCs using similar electrode materials. Such
power density is higher than 1000 W m−3, a critical value that
as considered to make a 10-year payback possible for wastewa-

er treatment [7,29]. The high volumetric power density achieved
n an air-cathode MFC will also provide a great promise for other
pplications, such as potable power supplies and power sources
or remote sensors using indigenous fuels.
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